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Abstract

The AguaClara design tool is our method of distributing the AguaClara

technologies globally. We provide a free online design service that provides

customized designs on demand. The design service must scale to meet

global demand for municipal drinking water treatment facilities. The cur-

rent version of our client software requires that the client download the

LabVIEW runtimes engine in order to request a design. This is a sig-

ni�cant deterrent to new users. We need a web-based �thin� client that

allows clients to easily access our design services. The new UI also needs

to be generalized to handle any design request based on the types of de-

signs that our design tool supports. The distribution of the design �les

will need to be changed from email based to posting them on the web for

download.

students 3

skills Computer Science (LabVIEW a plus)

1 Create a browser based version of the client
design tool software (2 CS M.Eng. students)

The web-based client must be compatible with our goal of distributing multi-
ple design elements (entire plant, individual reactors, LFOM, chemical dosers).
National Instruments, NI, has created a web based service called UIbuilder.
We will be creating an interface to the AguaClara Design Server using the NI
UIBuilder.

The web based client must take the input values for the design element
and transmit them to the AguaClara design server. The design server will place
those requests in a FIFO bu�er and process them. The design server will open a
MathCAD �le and a Microsoft Word Speci�cations document that corresponds
to the design element requested.

The UI must be intuitive, easy to use, and easily con�gured for di�erent
types of design requests. The UI must have code that packages the request in a
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format that can be unpackaged by the design server. Data structures must be
considered and handled carefully because the data type must be known in order
to send the data to Mathcad correctly.

2 Generalize the design server

The design server should be completely generalized so that it can process any
design request. The browser based UI could send the design server a text string
that is the name of the design element that is being requested. That text
string would correspond to the name of the MathCAD �le and speci�cations
document �le that LabVIEW would then open to process the design request.
All of the client inputs for the design request need to be transmitted along
with information about the type of variable and the variable name so that all
of that information can be sent correctly to Mathcad. These inputs should be
displayed in the design server so that the results of communication by clients can
be veri�ed. Determine what needs to change in the design server to receive and
process requests from the browser based UI. Create a �exible data structure
that will work for the design of any element (this design solution shouldn't
have anything that is speci�c for drinking water treatment). We are creating a
design methodology that will be easily adapted to any automated design process.
Upgrade the design server to be capable of designing anything

3 Distribute the designs

The �le size for an AutoCAD drawing of an AguaClara plant already exceeds 10
MB even without placing plate settlers in every sedimentation tank. As details
of the structure are added the �le size will exceed email capacity. Thus we
need to switch to a method of posting the design requests on a web server and
automatically generate a web page with links to the design �les. We would then
send an email to the client with a link to the web page. The web pages with
links to the design �les would then become a database of requested designs.
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